There is a family of questions in relativized complexity theory|weak analogs of the Friedberg Jump-Inversion Theorem|that are resolved by 1-generic sets but which cannot be resolved by essentially any weaker notion of genericity. This paper de nes aw2-generic sets, i.e., sets which meet every dense set of strings that is r.e. in some incomplete r.e. set. Aw2-generic sets are very close to 1-generic sets in strength, but are too weak to resolve these questions. In particular, it is shown that for any set X there is an aw2-generic set G such that NP G \ co-NP G 6 P G X . (On the other hand, if G is 1-generic, then NP G \ co-NP G P G SAT , where SAT is the NPcomplete Satis ability problem 6].) This result runs counter to the fact that most nite extension constructions in complexity theory can be made e ective. These results imply that any nite extension construction that ensures any of the Friedberg analogs must be none ective, even relative to an arbitrary incomplete r.e. set. It is then shown that the recursion theoretic properties of aw2-generic sets di er radically from those of 1-generic sets: every degree above 0 0 contains an aw2-generic set; no aw2-generic set exists below any incomplete r.e. set; there is an aw2-generic set which is the join of two Turing equivalent aw2-generic sets. Finally, a result of Shore is presented 30] which states that every degree above 0 0 is the jump of an aw2-generic degree.
Introduction
The Friedberg Completeness Criterion 14] states that any Turing degree above 0 0 is relatively complete, i.e., it is the jump of another degree. One can prove this result by looking at 1-generic sets (i.e., sets Cohen generic for one-quanti er rst order arithmetic) 20, 19, 31] .
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There are interesting complexity theoretic analogs of equation (1) . In the current paper we look at equation (1) and its analogs to determine \how much" genericity is actually needed to prove them. We will show that 1-genericity is necessary in the following sense: essentially no weaker notion of genericity su ces. Later, we will also show that the same question about equation (2) yields the same answer.
A natural candidate for a complexity theoretic version of (1) would state that if G is 1-generic, then some NP G -complete set is polynomial-time Turing reducible to G SAT, where SAT encodes the NP-complete Satis ability problem. In other words, NP G P G SAT :
This statement is unfortunately false, as can be shown by a straightforward forcing argument (see 28] for example). There are, however, a number of results in complexity theory which approximate equation (3) and whose proofs are similar to that of equation (1) . The best known of these is due to Blum & Impagliazzo 6] , which in essence states that for every 1-generic set G, NP G \ co-NP G P G SAT : (4) See Appendix A for a list of the known results of this type.
Since equation (4) relates to polynomial time-bounded computations, it is natural to ask if it holds for generic sets in some weaker, perhaps polynomial time-bounded sense. Several recursive and subrecursive notions of genericity have been studied and applied successfully in complexity theory 3, 13, 23, 25, 9] . For example, Ambos-Spies, Fleischhack, & Huwig introduced p-generic sets in 2, 3] as those having all properties enforcible by \p-standard diagonalizations," e.g., nonmembership in P, p-immunity, non-p-selectivity, etc. Building on earlier work of Mehlhorn and Lisagor in recursive Baire category, Lutz 23, 25] introduced the alternate notion of a ?-generic set for any function class ?, subrecursive or otherwise.
He showed, for example, that initial segments of PSPACE-generic sets have high circuit size complexity and high space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity in nitely often 25] . 1 The present author has shown 9] that for certain time-bounded complexity classes ?, ?-generic oracles su ce for proving many routine separation results in relativized complexity. For example, if we let FP denote the class of polynomial-time functions, then (8 FP-generic G)P G 6 = NP G 6 = co-NP G : 1 Lutz has also developed resource-bounded notions of Lebesgue measure and randomness 24, 25] .
Stronger resource-bounded generic sets are also enough to separate the polynomial hierarchy 8].
One important reason for studying these weak, subrecursive notions of genericity is that there are recursive sets which t the de nitions. Resource-bounded genericity is closely tied to the notions of resource-bounded Baire category studied in 23, 9, 26] . They lead to satisfactory \almost all" theories of many common complexity classes|even though these classes are countable. We might call sets which are generic in some resource-bounded sensè pseudogeneric'. Truly generic and n-generic sets, their relationship to Baire category, and their uses in recursion theory have been known for a long time (see 19, 29] ).
Another important reason for studying pseudogeneric sets is that they provide a way to measure quantitatively the inherent di culty of a nite extension argument in complexity theory. Generic and n-generic sets embody the method of diagonalization by nitely extending initial segments in recursion theory. As with truly generic sets, pseudogeneric sets also embody methods of diagonalization via nite extension, but only those using limited computational resources. Results such as equation (5) above express the fact that most nite extension constructions in complexity theory can be made e ective and use limited resources|usually no more than an exponential blowup in the bounds used to de ne the complexity classes involved.
With the success pseudogeneric oracles have had in complexity theory, it is perhaps surprising that no recursive or subrecursive notion of genericity is strong enough to guarantee equation (4) . In fact, we will argue that essentially no notion of genericity weaker than 1-genericity su ces to guarantee equation (4) or any of the results of similar type listed in Appendix A. To do this, we de ne a particular type of genericity, which we call almost weakly 2-genericity (or aw2-genericity for short), in a fashion similar to the weakly n-generic sets studied by Kurtz 22] . Given an arbitrary set X, we then construct an aw2-generic set G such that NP G \ co-NP G 6 P G X (6) (Theorem 8), and our construction can easily be altered to defeat all of the other results listed in Appendix A simultaneously.
We de ne aw2-genericity precisely in Section 4. In short, an aw2-generic set must meet every dense set of strings which is r.e. in some incomplete r.e. degree. Restricting the requirement so that only dense r.e. sets of strings need be met yields exactly the weakly 1-generic sets. Expanding the requirement a little bit to include meeting dense sets r.e. in 0 0 yields the weakly 2-generic sets, which are themselves all 1-generic (the hierarchy of weak n-generic sets interleaves with the hierarchy of n-generic sets 22] ). Thus by merely adding 0 0 to the requirement, we reverse the status of (4) from false to true. Equation (4) and the similar results in Appendix A thus stand far apart from other results in relativized complexity: the diagonalizations used to prove them are inherently none ective, even relative to any incomplete r.e. set. By contrast, there are exponentialtime computable FP-generics, so those resources are all that are needed for equation (5) .
As a consequence, we may classify nite extension arguments in complexity theory as either easy or hard, depending on whether or not recursive or subrecursive notions of genericity su ce to prove them.
Section 5 consists mainly of our proof that equation 4 does not hold for aw2-generic sets. This proof is the only part of the paper that is chie y complexity theoretic, and nothing later in the paper depends on it. Thus, the proof may be safely skipped.
In Sections 6 and 7 we turn our attention to the purely recursion theoretic properties of aw2-generic sets. Comparing the degrees of aw2-generic sets with the 1-generic degrees in Section 6, we observe that the two notions are incomparable and very di erent: Whereas it is known that 1-generic degrees exist below every nonzero r.e. degree, we show that no aw2-generic degree exists below any incomplete r.e. degree. Above 0 0 the tables are completely turned; no degree above 0 0 is 1-generic, but every degree above 0 0 is aw2-generic. Our proof bears an interesting contrast with the proof of equation (2) above: there, the set S is coded into the 1-generic set G, but K is needed to nd where the set S is actually coded; in our construction, we make an aw2-generic G T S by coding the bits of S together with the information needed to nd them all into G itself. Thus S is computable from G without the use of K. All our proofs make crucial use of the Arslanov Completeness Criterion (see 31] ). We obtain as a corollary that every degree a 0 0 is hyperimmune with respect to every r.e. degree b < 0 0 , by adapting a result in 22] (see 22] for de nitions).
We further contrast aw2-generic sets with 1-generic sets in Section 7 by constructing an aw2-generic set G which can be computed in any nonrecursive B m G. This G is then the join of two Turing equivalent aw2-generic sets, and also the join of in nitely many aw2-generic sets, all Turing equivalent to G. Finally, we reproduce an unpublished proof by Shore that aw2-generics can also be used to prove the Friedberg Completeness Criterion, which immediately implies the existence of low aw2-generic sets below 0 0 .
There are several remaining open questions regarding aw2-generic sets which we pose in Section 8.
Preliminaries
We adopt more or less the notation of 31]. We let ! be the set of natural numbers, we let 2 <! denote the set of nite 0-1 sequences (binary strings), and we let 2 ! denote the set of in nite 0-1 sequences, which we identify with the power set of !. We also identify strings with natural numbers by the usual binary representation. We normally denote strings using lower case Greek letters, except when we use them as inputs to computations (natural numbers), in which case they are usually denoted with lower case Roman letters.
We further identify a set A ! with its characteristic function A : ! ! f0; 1g. If is a string, we let j j denote the length of (likewise, jxj is the length of the binary representation for the natural number x), and we denote the empty (length 0) string by ;. Note that if x y, then jxj jyj. If is a string, we write ^ to mean the concatenation of followed by . We use 0 n or 1 n to denote the concatenation of n 0's or n 1's, respectively. Note that 0 n represents the least natural number of length n. If f 2 2 <! 2 ! , we write f to mean that is extended by (is a pre x of) f, and we write f to mean that f and 6 = f.
If is a (partial) function, we denote the domain and range of by dom( ) and range( ), respectively. We write (x) # or (x) " to mean that x is or is not in dom( ) respectively. We extend this notation to strings by identifying them with functions with domain a nite initial segment of ! and range f0; 1g. We de ne the join A B of two sets A; B ! as f2x j x 2 Ag f2x + 1 j x 2 Bg. We will also have occasion to join a string with a set X, as in X. In this case, we always interpret as the nite set fx 2 ! j (x)#= 1g.
We De nition 1 (Hinman) For n 1, a set G is n-generic if G either meets or strongly avoids every 0 n set of strings. In particular, a 1-generic set meets or strongly avoids every r.e. set of strings.
The second type of genericity was de ned and studied in 22].
De nition 2 (Kurtz) For n 1, a set G is weakly n-generic if G meets every dense 0 n set of strings. In particular, a weakly 1-generic set meets every dense r.e. set of strings. Kurtz 22] showed that the weakly 1-generic degrees are exactly the hyperimmune degrees, and also that the notions of n-genericity and weak n-genericity strictly interleave in strength.
We are mainly interested in the following theorem (equation (4) above), which was essentially proven in 6]:
Theorem 3 (Blum, Impagliazzo) If G is a 1-generic set, then NP G \ co-NP G P G SAT ; where SAT is the NP-complete set of satis able Boolean formulae.
As was mentioned above, their proof technique is similar to that used to prove (1), and has been used to prove several other results with the same avor (see Appendix A). One of our aims is to show that 1-genericity is necessary to prove Theorem 3, i.e., that a reasonable, slightly weaker notion of genericity does not su ce to prove Theorem 3 or any result similar to it. To do this, we will de ne aw2-generic sets (De nition 7), then show (Theorem 8) that there is an aw2-generic set G which fails to satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3. To do this, we will rst generalize the above notions of genericity by de ning a ?-generic set for an arbitrary class of partial functions ?.
?-Generic and Aw2-Generic Sets
De nition 4 A partial genericity requirement is a partial function h: 2 <! ! 2 <! such that h( ) for all 2 2 <! such that h( )#. A genericity requirement is a partial genericity requirement that is total. A string meets a partial genericity requirement h if there is a such that either h( )" or h( ) . If A 2 2 ! , we say that A meets h if some A meets h.
Note that A meets the partial genericity requirement h if and only if A meets or strongly avoids range(h) as a set of strings.
De nition 5 Let ? be an arbitrary countable class of partial functions. A set G 2 2 ! is ?-generic if G meets every partial genericity requirement in ?.
This de nition originates out of the work of Lutz in resource-bounded Baire category 23, 25] . It is useful to de ne ?-genericity in terms of meeting functions rather than sets of strings, as this de nition works particularly well for subrecursive classes ?. Despite the change of emphasis, ?-genericity includes the other de nitions of genericity given above:
For n 1 let ? n and? n be the ; (n?1) -partial recursive and ; (n?1) -total recursive functions, respectively. It is easy to show that the ? n -generic sets are exactly the n-generic sets, and the? n -generic sets are exactly the weakly n-generic sets.
We now de ne aw2-genericity.
De nition 6 If d is a Turing degree, de ne the class of total functions
If we included 0 0 itself in De nition 7, we would de ne a rec(0 0 )-generic set, which is the same as a weakly 2-generic set; for this reason, we call aw2-generic sets`almost weakly 2-generic'. 2 All weakly 2-generic sets are 1-generic (not conversely 22]), so Theorem 3 holds for them. It is interesting that merely adding this last r.e. degree produces enormous di erences in the properties of the resulting generic sets. We will look at more of these di erences in Sections 6 and 7.
We will restrict our attention to the r.e. degrees only, and not concern ourselves with the properties of sets which are rec(d)-generic for every incomplete 0 2 degree d. We currently know little about such sets, and we pose as an open question whether they are the same as weakly 2-generic sets.
Theorem 3 Fails for Aw2-Generic Sets
We now state one of our two main results, which says that aw2-genericity is not su cient for proving Theorem 3. In fact, our result generalizes for an arbitrary set joined with G, not necessarily SAT. The proof can be modi ed easily to construct an aw2-generic G to cause all the results listed in Appendix A to fail simultaneously.
Theorem 8 For every set X !, there exists an aw2-generic set G such that NP G \ co-NP G 6 P G X : Corollary 9 There exists an aw2-generic set G such that NP G \ co-NP G 6 P G SAT :
We will prove Theorem 8 by an initial segment construction with no injury. To do this, we will need Lemma 12, which itself depends on two crucial facts regarding functions recursive in r.e. sets. The rst of these is a generalization of the recursion theorem called the Arslanov Completeness Criterion (see 31, page 88] Proof of Theorem 8: Fix an arbitrary set X !. The basic idea is that we build G by alternating between meeting genericity requirements and diagonalizing against polynomialtime deterministic oracle Turing machines. We diagonalize by a standard NP hiding trick played in in nitely many coding regions. We meet genericity requirements between the coding regions. For these two tasks not to con ict with each other, we must be able to tell in polynomial time whether or not we are inside a coding region. We ensure this by meeting each genericity requirement h only on an input e where h(e) = ' e (e) (we also encode e into the oracle). A polynomial-time oracle machine can then recognize the coding regions (without knowing h) by computing ' e (e).
Let fg 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :g be the set of all genericity requirements g such that there exists an r.e. degree d < 0 0 with g 2 rec(d). (The particular enumeration we choose for this set is not important, since at this point we do not seek to control the complexity of G. In the proof of Theorem 14, however, we do need to control the complexity of G, so there we will proceed more carefully.) For any 2 2 <! let`( ) be the least n such that (x) " for all x with jxj n. It will be convenient in this proof to de ne a function Z so that for any string and number n, Z( ; n) = if n <`( ), and otherwise Z( ; n) is extended with just enough 0's so as to be de ned on exactly those numbers of length strictly less than n.
Let fC e g e2! be a set of partial recursive functions such that 1. (8e; x 2 !) ' e (x)#() C e (x)#, 2. (8e; x 2 !) ' e (x)#=) ' e (x) C e (x), and 3. the predicate \C e (u)# v" is computable in time bounded by a polynomial in jej, u, and v.
The set fC e g e2! corresponds to a Blum complexity measure 5] with certain additional restrictions on its values and running time. Such C e clearly exist; for example, we may de ne C e (x) df = 0 (e;x)+1 , where (e; x) is the running time of the eth Turing machine on input x (we assume the input and output of the machine are both in binary). Also let P 0 ; P 1 ; P 2 ; : : : be an enumeration of all polynomial-time deterministic oracle Turing machines (see 17] for example), each P i running in time p i (n) df = n i + i for all oracles. Finally, for all i let m i be least such that p i (n) < 2 n?1 for all n m i .
We 
so L 2 co-NP G as well. We keep L out of P G X by the explicit diagonalization mentioned above, which will prove the theorem. Also by step 8, equation (7) The algorithm is given in the next paragraph. Since we coded a 1 into G at each point 0 n i for i k, we can tell exactly where G meets each g i |at the de ned in step 3. Since by step 4, g i ( ) is de ned only on strings strictly shorter than`(C n i (n i )), we can then \skip over" g i ( ) by computing the value d i = C n i (n i ) and ignoring the oracle between length n i and d i . This computation runs in time polynomial in n i by our assumptions about fC e g e2! . For this to work, it was crucial in the construction of G that we could choose n i so that`(g i ( )) was bounded by C n i (n i ). This in turn relied on Lemma 12.] We start with n df = 0 and let n increase throughout the algorithm up to d. To nd d 0 , we query G on ;; 0; 00; : : :; 0 n ; : : : until either n = d or query 0 n returns 1. If n = d, reject; otherwise n = n 0 by step 3, and so d 0 = C n 0 (n 0 ) = C n (n) from step 5. If C n (n) > d, reject; if C n (n) = d, accept. Otherwise compute the actual value of d 0 = C n (n) by linear search using the predicate P(y) df = C n (n) y]. Now to nd d 1 , query G on 0 d 0 +1 ; 0 d 0 +2 ; : : :; 0 n ; : : : until either n = d or query 0 n returns 1. If n = d, reject; otherwise n = n 1 by step 3, so d 1 = C n 1 (n 1 ) = C n (n). If C n (n) > d, reject; if C n (n) = d accept. Otherwise, compute d 1 = C n (n) < d as before. We continue this process to nd n 2 ; d 2 ; n 3 ; d 3 If we neglect the non-r.e. degrees below 0 0 and restrict our attention just to the r.e. degrees, then Theorem 8 gives the best possible lower bound on genericity for guaranteeing (4) . As was mentioned above, if we include the complete degree 0 0 , then rec(0 0 )-generics are exactly the weakly 2-generics, and hence they are 1-generics as well, and so Theorem 3 holds for them.
With a little care, the construction above can be altered to make G T ; 00 X as follows: replace the g i with the partial functions i df = fjg W k where i df = hj; ki. We need not worry about whether any particular i is a genericity requirement with W k incomplete, as long as we make sure in step 2 that n i exists. That is, given i we check if there exists an n max(m i ;`( i )) such that 1. i (Z( i ; n)^1)# i , and 2.`( i (Z( i ; n)^1)) = ' n (n).
If no such n exists, set i+1 df = i . Otherwise, set n i to be the rst such n we nd and continue with the algorithm. Questions 1 and 2 above can both be answered in ; 00 . The set X is needed in steps 7 and 8.
We can do better than G T ; 00 X, however. The proof of Theorem 14 in the next section can be modi ed easily to get G T K X, or more strongly, G T S X for any set S such that K T S. See the remark following Theorem 14.
Degrees of Aw2-Generic Sets
The degrees of aw2-generic sets di er drastically from 1-generic degrees inside the arithmetic hierarchy. As mentioned before, below every nonrecursive r.e. set there is a 1-generic set, but no aw2-generic set exists below any incomplete r.e. set by Proposition 13 below. On the other hand, no 1-generic sets exist above 0 0 by virtue of equation (1), but as we show in Theorem 14, aw2-generic sets exist in all degrees above 0 0 . Therefore, equation (1) The crucial property of our construction in the proof of Theorem 8 was that there were in nitely many regions (the numbers of length d i ) where we could perform arbitrary coding without a ecting the aw2-genericity of G. Moreover, these regions were decidable in P G , independent of what we put in them. We can adapt this technique to code an arbitrary set S into G while meeting all the other aw2-genericity requirements. This will allow us in Theorem 14 to construct an aw2-generic set in every degree d 0 0 . Thus aw2-genericity is essentially the strongest notion of genericity which is`dense upwards' in the Turing degrees. Theorem 14 is the second of our two main results. It bounds the complexity of G as tightly as possible, combining the self-coding technique from the proof of Theorem 8 with a permitting argument adapted from Shore's construction of a 1-generic set below every nonrecursive r.e. degree. We code S(s) as the last digit of s+1 , and as in Theorem 8, we code into s+1 the information on where to nd S(s). At each stage, we act upon at most one requirement, and each requirement, never being injured, is acted upon at most once, after which it is satis ed forever. The whole construction is recursive in S.
De ne the function t(x) df = ( z) K z j n x = Kj n x]: Clearly, t T K. The construction above is recursive in S: since K T S we can use S to compute t = t(s) and W e uniformly in e, from which condition (1) is e ectively checkable. Condition (2) is checkable in S by asking if ' x (x)#. It follows that G T S.
Computing S from G can be done in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 8. To nd the value of S(y) we reconstruct 0 ; : : :; y+1 , then read o the last digit of y+1 . Suppose we are given i G for i y, and j i j = m. We nd i+1 by examining G(m); G(m+1); G(m+ 2); : : : to nd the least j such that G(m + j) = 1. If j = 0, then i+1 = i^1^G (m + 1) (that is, no requirement was acted upon at stage i + 1). If j > 0, then compute df = ' j?1 (j ? 1) from which i+1 = ^G(j j) (the computation ' j?1 (j ? 1) must halt by our construction). Therefore, we can reconstruct 0 ; : : :; y+1 to nd S(y), so G T S. Now It is clear from the arguments above that f T W e . We know that no requirement less than he; ii is acted upon at any stage later than s 0 . Therefore, for any s s 0 it must be the case that f( s ) > t(s); (8) otherwise conditions (1) and (2) would hold for x = x s , and R he;ii would be acted upon and satis ed at stage s + 1, contradicting our hypothesis. We would now be done if we could only use W e to compute s for all s s 0 , but unfortunately we cannot hope to do this: we cannot compute the value of S(s) from W e , nor can we determine whether or not some greater requirement R he 0 ;i 0 i is acted upon in any given stage. Fortunately, without knowing s directly, we can still get an upper bound on f( s ) for s s 0 , which is then su cient to compute t(s). Notice that at stage s + 1 > s 0 , we have j s+1 j max(j s j + 2; jt(s)j + 1) jf( s )j + 2 by condition (2), the de nition of f, and equation (8) . This implies that given s there is only a nite set of possibilities for s+1 , which we can compute using f. To bound t(s + 1), we guess a string from among these possibilities, compute f( ) for each guess, then take the maximum over all guesses. This value bounds f( s+1 )|and hence t(s + 1)|because s+1 is one of the guessed strings.
We enumerate a sequence of canonical representations of nite sets V 0 ; V 1 ; V 2 ; : : : 2 <! e ectively in f as follows:
All the V n are nite, and a trivial induction shows that s Remark: Given an arbitrary X !, we could easily modify the above proof to construct an aw2-generic G T S X satisfying Theorem 8 and causing all the other results in Appendix A to fail simultaneously.
Corollary 15 Every degree a 0 0 is hyperimmune with respect to every r.e. degree b < 0 0 .
Proof Sketch: By slightly modifying the proof of the`only if' part of Theorem 2.3 in 22], one can show that every aw2-generic degree is hyperimmune with respect to every incomplete r.e. degree. 2 7 Other Properties of Aw2-Generic Sets 7.1 Many-One Degrees Below Aw2-Generic Sets Jockusch 19, Prop. 2.9] showed that the ordering of the m-degrees (except f;g and f!g) below any 1-generic set A is isomorphic to the inclusion ordering of the r.e. sets modulo the nite sets. The same holds for weakly 1-generic sets and thus for aw2-generic sets by the same proof, but there is one important di erence between the 1-generic and aw2-generic cases: If A is 1-generic, then it is not hard to show that all non-maximum m-degrees below A have Turing degree strictly less than that of A. This assertion fails for aw2-generic sets in the worst possible way, however. We show that there is an aw2-generic set G with`mminimal Turing degree' in the sense that there are no nonrecursive m-degrees below G that are not in the Turing degree of G. We obtain as a corollary that G is the join of two sets (or indeed in nitely many sets) all Turing equivalent to G itself. This stands in sharp contrast with 1-generic sets ( 20, Lemma 2] and 19]).
Theorem 16 There exists an aw2-generic set G such that, for all nonrecursive B, if B m G then G T B.
Theorem 16 rests on the following lemma, which proves the somewhat remarkable fact that there is an aw2-generic set which is fully encoded within any in nite recursive part of its characteristic function.
Lemma 17 There exists an aw2-generic set G such that, for all in nite recursive sets A, Proof of Lemma 17: Let A 0 ; A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : be an arbitrary listing of all the in nite recursive sets, and let g 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : : be an arbitrary listing of all the genericity requirements recursive in incomplete r.e. sets, as in the proof of Theorem 8 above. We again build G by initial segments ; = 0 1 2 G: Given a string and n 2 !, we will de ne a recursive function n; (x) such that 1. Intuitively, we use s; s (x) to extend to a larger portion of G, where x is chosen so that s+1 = ' x (x) as in previous proofs. The string s; s (x) is just long enough to encode x in a particular way. The operators i are then designed to recover x by looking only at those positions of the oracle in dom( s; s (x)) \ A i . We will de ne n; and i precisely later on.
We construct G as follows: Starting with i , we compute x i = i (G \ A i ; i ). We then compute i+1 = ' x i (x i ). We compute x i+1 = i (G \ A i ; i+1 ) to get i+2 = ' x i+1 (x i+1 ) and so on, to reconstruct all of G.
It remains to de ne n; and i appropriately. The string n; (x) must encode x so that for all i n, i (B; ) can recover x by looking at the oracle B n; (x) only at locations y 2 dom( n; (x))\A i . For n = 0 this is not a problem. Let y 1 < y 2 < be the elements of For n > 0, we would like to do the same trick simultaneously for 0 ; : : :; n . We must be careful to avoid con icts, however. For example, if n = 1, the number y x+1 2 A 0 may also be in A 1 , and placing a 1 at that position for the sake of 0 may mess up 1 's count. We remedy this by having 1 (B; ) read past the rst 1 it sees (whether or not at position y x+1 ), and take x to be the number of 0's between the rst and second 1. Thus 1 ignores the position of the rst 1, since it may be used to encode x for 0 . In general, n; (x) encodes x for 0 ; : : :; n in descending order of priority, and each i reads past a certain number of 1's before computing x.
We de ne i (B; ) as follows: let y 1 < y 2 < be the elements of A i not in dom( ). Fix and x, and let n denote the string n; (x). We will de ne n by induction on n, maintaining the following invariants throughout:
n , 2. the last digit of n is 1, and 3. n has at most 2 n+1 ? 1 many 1's at positions outside dom( ). We de ned 0 = 0; (x) above. For n > 0, assume df = n?1 is de ned, and let y 1 < y 2 < be the elements of A n outside dom( ). Let w be the number of distinct y j such that (y j )#= 1. By the third invariant, we have w 2 n ?1. We rst want to extend to a string that has exactly 2 n ? 1 many 1's, including its last digit, among the positions y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :. If The rst two invariants clearly hold for all n. The third invariant clearly holds for n = 0. Assume n > 0 and the third invariant holds for n?1. There are at most 2 n many additional y 2 dom( n ) ?dom( n?1 ) with n (y) = 1. Thus the number of y 6 2 dom( ) with n (y)#= 1 is at most 2 n ? 1 + 2 n = 2 n+1 ? 1, so the third invariant holds for n.
The function n; (x) is easily seen to be recursive for all n and : n; (x) can be computed e ectively given recursive indices for A 0 ; : : :; A n . By viewing the de nitions of n; and i simultaneously, it is clear that i (B; ) = x for all i n and B n; (x). Also, since i (B; ) depends on B only at positions in A i , we have i (B \ A i ; ) = i (B; ) = x as desired. 2
For a given set S !, de ne S 0 and S 1 to be the unique sets such that S 0 S 1 = S, and for n 2 ! de ne S n] df = fx j hx; ni 2 Sg. If The rst set of requirements fR he;ii g will guarantee that G is aw2-generic; the second set fQ s g will guarantee that G is 1-generic. The requirements are ranked in descending order of priority as follows: Q 0 ; R 0 ; Q 1 ; R 1 ; Q 2 ; R 2 ; : : :: By equation (1) , it su ces to make sure that G K T S. As before, no requirement is injured, and each requirement is acted upon at most once, after which it is satis ed forever. Step Remark: In the case where d = 0 0 , the degree of the set G constructed in the proof above, as well as being low, is incomparable with every r.e. degree except 0 and 0 0 . This follows immediately by Proposition 13 and the fact that there is no nonzero r.e. degree below a 1-generic degree.
Further Research
We have shown that the notions of aw2-genericity and 1-genericity are of incomparable strength. It is interesting to compare the properties of aw2-generics with those of 1-generics and other sets of comparable genericity. For example, can an aw2-generic degree form a minimal cover? For another example, Martin (see 19]) showed that 2-generic degrees cannot bound minimal degrees. More recently, Chong & Downey 7] and Kumabe 21] independently constructed a 1-generic degree bounding a minimal degree. There are aw2-generic degrees bounding minimal degrees, trivially because every degree is bounded by an aw2-generic degree by Theorem 14. Do there exist aw2-generic degrees which are themselves minimal? We suspect not, despite the evidence suggested by Theorem 16 about m-degrees.
More generally, what can we say about the structure of the Turing degrees below an aw2-generic degree?
As was mentioned in Section 4, almost nothing is known about sets that are rec(d)-generic for all d < 0 0 , not necessarily r.e. In particular, are any of these sets not weakly 2-generic? It is easy to see that none of these sets can exist strictly below 0 0 , so by Theorem 19 there are aw2-generic sets which do not t this description. Is the notion`almost weakly n-generic' useful for n > 2?
I am also grateful to Richard Shore for communicating Theorem 19, Lance Fortnow for many good conversations and for proving an earlier result similar to Theorem 8, and to James Foster for helpful discussions and correspondence. Finally, I wish to thank William Gasarch for his helpful comments on earlier drafts of this paper.
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